Abstract. In this paper, we propose some new dc (difference of convex) programming formulations for quadratic eigenvalue complementarity problem (QEiCP), and introduce respectively their dc algorithms (DCAs). Two open questions in DC programming related to 'initial point estimation for DCA' and 'better dc decomposition' will be investigated. A notion of local DC decomposition is introduced, which aims at constructing a better dc decomposition regarding to the specific feature of the target problem, and yields good performance in experimental results.
eigenvalue of the triplet (A, B, C), and the x-component of its solution is called a quadratic complementary eigenvector of (A, B, C) associated to λ.
Particularly, the classical Eigenvalue Complementarity Problem (EiCP) [30] could be considered as a special case of QEiCP when the matrix A is null (i.e., EiCP(B, C) = QEiCP(0, B, C)). The EiCP of both symmetric and asymmetric cases (EiCP is symmetric if and only if the matrices B and C are symmetric; otherwise EiCP is asymmetric) have been investigated in many literatures and a number of algorithms have been proposed for solving EiCP and its extensions, see e.g. [2, 1, 5, 9, 14, 13, 15, 16, 22, 7, 28 ].
1.3. Feasibility conditions. The EiCP has at least one solution if the matrix B of the leading λ-term is positive definite (PD) [15, 30] . Contrary to the EiCP, the QEiCP may have no solution even if the matrix A of the leading λ-term is PD. For instance, if B = 0, and A, C are PD matrices, there is no solution for QEiCP since it's easy to verify that x T w = λ 2 x T Ax + x T Cx > 0 for all λ ∈ R and x ∈ R n \{0}. Hence, for assuming the feasibility of QEiCP, the triplet (A, B, C) should satisfy some conditions. It is easy to verify that for any solution (λ, x) of QEiCP(A, B, C), we have the following cases:
• If x T Ax = 0, then λ = • Otherwise, we have x T Ax = 0, x T Bx = 0, then x T Cx should be also zero. In particular, if the matrix A is PD, QEiCP(A, B, C) has at least one solution if one of the following conditions holds:
• C / ∈ S 0 [6] , where S 0 = {C ∈ M n : ∃x ≥ 0, x = 0, Cx ≥ 0}.
• co-hyperbolic condition [31] : (x T Bx) 2 ≥ 4(x T Ax)(x T Cx) for all x ≥ 0, x = 0. In practice, checking whether C ∈ S 0 is easy which reduces to solving a special linear program [6] . While checking the co-hyperbolic condition is relatively hard. However, there are some sufficient conditions which imply the co-hyperbolicity. For instance, this occurs if A and −C are both PD matrices.
Another sufficient feasibility condition frequently used in practice is as follows:
• x T Ax = 0 for all 0 = x ≥ 0 (co-regular condition).
• (x T Bx) 2 ≥ 4(x T Ax)(x T Cx) for all 0 = x ≥ 0 (co-hyperbolic condition). If both of co-regular and co-hyperbolic conditions hold, then QEiCP(A, B, C) has solutions [31] . e.g., A is PD and −C is copositive (i.e., x T (−C)x ≥ 0 for all x ≥ 0) satisfying co-regular and co-hyperbolic conditions [31, 9] . More sufficient feasibility conditions for QEiCP could be found in [6] .
Algorithmic aspect.
On numerical solution methods, some algorithms (such as enumerative method) have been proposed by Júdice, Seeger et al. for solving the QEiCP with A ∈ PD and C / ∈ S 0 or co-hyperbolic condition holds [2, 6, 8, 9, 31] . These methods are based on some nonlinear programming formulations of QEiCP. A symmetric QEiCP case with A, B symmetric matrices and C = −I(where I denotes for the identity matrix) has been investigated in [8] and a spectral projectedgradient algorithm has been proposed. On asymmetric cases, a relation between ndimensional QEiCP and 2n-dimensional EiCP was introduced in [6] . A numerical solution method by exploiting a nonlinear programming and a variational inequality formulation of QEiCP has been studied in that paper. On the other hand, Niu, Le thi et al. were considering from dc programming formulations of EiCPs and proposed efficient dc programming algorithms for solving both symmetric [16] and asymmetric EiCPs [22] . Naturally, it is worth thinking about the dc programming approaches for QEiCPs, a preliminary research on dc programming algorithm for solving a polynomial programming formulation of QEiCP has been proposed in [21] which demonstrates the possibility and good performance of DCA for solving QEiCP.
1.5.
Contributions. Based on our previous work [21] , in this paper, we will focus on investigating various new dc programming formulations and the corresponding dc algorithms for solving QEiCPs. Our major contributions are stated as follows:
1.5.1. DC programming formulations of QEiCP. Firstly, we briefly introduce some equivalent formulations of QEiCP, based on similar formulations given in [6, 8, 9] , and finally derive two equivalent nonlinear optimization problems (P ) (a nonconvex polynomial optimization formulation) and (P ′ ) (a non-differentiable nonconvex optimization formulation) for QEiCP. The relationship between the optimal solutions of new problems and the solutions of QEiCP is proved.
Then we propose different kinds of DC programming formulations for these two problems. The first type is based on our new technique in Difference of Sums-ofSquares Convex (DSOSC) decomposition which yields dc components as Sums-ofSquares Convex (SOSC) polynomials. This approach is generalized for reformulating any polynomial function into DSOSC decomposition which we have presented in [20] . Another type of dc decomposition is based on an universal dc decomposition technique developed in our previous work [21] which requires estimating the bounds of complementary eigenvalue. Finally, two nonlinear programming formulations with two kinds of dc decompositions yield four dc programming formulations.
Bounds estimations.
We prove that for any feasible QEiCP, all variables of (P ) and (P ′ ) should be bounded, and the formulations to compute these bounds are established. Moreover, under different assumptions of sufficient feasibility conditions, we give several tighter bounds estimations for complementary eigenvalues. Numerical simulations demonstrate that our proposed formulations provide the tightest bounds comparing to other bounds estimations of λ given in [9, 21] .
1.5.3. DC algorithms. Based on an efficient DC algorithm (DCA) [26, 25, 19, 21] , we establish respectively the DC algorithms for solving four dc programming formulations. Comparison among these DCAs are discussed which shows that: Some of our DCAs require solving convex quadratic programs which can be efficiently solved by interior point method via second order cone programming (SOCP) solvers such as Cplex [11] and Gurobi [24] etc.; While other DCAs often require solving high-order convex polynomial optimization, which is less efficient than the first case in numerical aspect. However, for the later case, in virtual of the sums-of-squares structure of convex polynomial, we can derive easily an equivalent SOCP for the convex polynomial optimization which can be very effectively solved in practice.
1.5.4. Initial point estimation. As one of the most famous open questions in DC programming [34] , we answer this open question for QEiCP by proposing a formulation to compute a potentially good initial point for starting DCA. This estimation requires solving only a convex quadratic optimization over a standard simplex with few matrix-vector multiplications and additions, which could also provide for some cases a potential optimal solution for QEiCP.
Better dc decomposition.
As another famous open question in DC programming, we even still haven't defined properly what is a 'better' dc decomposition and how to compare the quality of different dc decompositions in literatures before. In this paper, we give the definition of a 'better' dc decomposition and point out the most important key points for characterizing the quality of dc decomposition, and reveal that how it affects the numerical performance of DCA. As a result: "The less convex dc components are, the better dc decomposition will be, and the better computed solution of DCA will be." Based on this qualification result, we propose a local dc decomposition algorithm which updates in each iteration a better dc decomposition and yields a faster convergence rate and better computed solution of DCA regarding to our numerical simulations.
1.6. Contents. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we propose different kinds of nonlinear programming formulations for QEiCP and the corresponding DC programming formulations (four DC programming formulations will be established). Some theorictical results in lower and upper bounds estimation for complementary eigenvalue will be reported in Section 3. DC algorithms (DCAs) for solving these DC programs are established in Section 4. The response to open questions on 'good' initial point estimation and better dc decompositions for DCA will be discussed in Sections 5 and 6. We have also proposed a new technique, called local DC decomposition, for constructing better parametric dc decompositions regarding to the specific feature of dc program in order to accelerate the convergence of DCAs in some dc programming formulations. Some experimental results of our algorithms will be also reported in Section 7.
2. Improved DC programming formulations of QEiCP. As discussed in [21] , any QEiCP is equivalent to a nonlinear optimization problem, which is in fact a dc programming problem. In this section, we will briefly introduce some nonlinear programming formulations of QEiCP, and then focus on different kinds of dc programming formulations.
2.1. Nonlinear programming formulations of QEiCP. As previously discussed in [9, 21] , it is easy to show the following facts that:
1. The QEiCP(A, B, C) is equivalent to the problem:
in the sense that, for any solution (λ, x) of QEiCP(A, B, C), we have (λ, x e T x ) 1 be a solution of (2.2). Conversely, any solution of (2.2) is also a solution of QEiCP(A, B, C).
Remarks 2.1. The expression x e T x is well defined due to the fact that x ≥ 0 and x = 0 which yields e T x > 0.
2. The problem (2.2) is equivalent to :
Based on Equations (2.2) and (2.3), we finally get a nonlinear polynomial optimization formulation for QEiCP which is given in [9, 21] as:
where f (x, y, z, w, λ) = y − λx 2 + z − λy 2 + x T w and (2.4) C = {(x, y, z, w, λ) : w = Az + By + Cx, e T x = 1, e T y = λ, (x, w, z) ≥ 0}.
In the whole paper, we denote x for the euclidean norm (2-norm) of vector x ∈ R n .
Remarks 2.2. In problem (2.3), the linear constraint e T y = λ seems redundant since it is always true when y = λx and e T x = 1. However, it is useful to be presented in (P ) when we remove y = λx and add y − λx into objective function, since this linear constraint reveals a relationship between y and λ, which could reduce the feasible set of (P ) without losing any optimal solution.
The following theorem proves the equivalence between QEiCP and (P ):
is a solution of QEiCP(A, B, C), then (x,ȳ,z,w,λ) defined below is a global optimal solution of (P )
e T x * ;ȳ =λx;z =λȳ;w = Az + Bȳ + Cx. Otherwise,
• If (P ) is infeasible, then QEiCP(A, B, C) is infeasible.
• If (P ) has nonzero optimal value, then QEiCP(A, B, C) is infeasible.
Proof. In the first case, if (P ) has a global optimal solution (x * , y * , z * , w * , λ * ) with zero optimal value, then (x * , y * , z * , w * , λ * ) ∈ C and (2.5) e T x * ) should be a solution of (2.2) and (x,ȳ,z,w,λ) is also a solution of (2.3) which is obviously a solution of (P ).
In the second case, if (P ) is infeasible, then C = ∅, thus QEiCP(A, B, C) is also infeasible.
To prove the last case, if (P ) has finite nonzero global optimal value, then f (x, y, z, w, λ) > 0 for any point in C. Thus, the strictly positivity of the optimal value demonstrates no feasible solution of (P ) satisfying y = λx, z = λy and x T w = 0, which yields infeasibility of QEiCP(A, B, C).
Observing that the complementarity constraint w T x = 0, x ≥ 0, w ≥ 0 holds if and only if w T x = n i=1 min(x i , w i ) = 0, thus the bilinear term w T x in f could be replaced by a concave polyhedral function n i=1 min(x i , w i ) which yields an equivalent formulation of (P ) as (P ′ ):
min(x i , w i ) and C is defined in (2.4). In the following subsections, we will investigate how to represent the problems (P ) and (P ′ ) into dc programming formulations. Note that a dc programming problems is defined by:
where g and h are real valued convex functions defined on a closed convex set D.
2.2. DC programming formulations of (P ). The problem (P ) is a nonconvex polynomial optimization problem in which a nonconvex polynomial function f is minimized subject to a polyhedral convex set C. To reformulate it to a dc programming problem as in form (2.6), we have to represent the polynomial objective function f as a dc function, and any polynomial function is a dc function since any function of class C 2 (R n , R) 2 is a dc function [29] . Let's rewrite f as:
with (2.8)
The function f 0 is convex quadratic function, while f 1 , f 2 and f 3 are all nonconvex polynomial functions. To obtain respectively a dc decomposition for f 1 , f 2 and f 3 , we will present here two kinds of technologies.
The first DC programming formulation.
1. A dc decomposition for bilinear function f 3 : are both convex quadratic functions. 2. A dc decomposition for f 2 :
are convex functions. 3. A dc decomposition for f 1 : We can rewrite λ as dc decomposition as:
and y T (x + z) as dc decomposition as:
Finally, f 1 is the product of two dc functions −2λ and y T (x + z) with positive dc components. The following proposition gives an explicit dc decomposition of its product.
Proposition 2.4 ([10]
). For dc functions f 1 = g 1 − h 1 and f 2 = g 2 − h 2 whose dc components g 1 , h 1 , g 2 , h 2 are all positive convex functions, we have the following explicit dc decomposition for f 1 f 2 as:
Based on Proposition 2.4, we obtain a dc decomposition of f 1 as:
From Equations (2.7)-(2.10) and (2.13), a dc decomposition for the polynomial objective function f is given by:
where (2.15)
Hence, a dc programming formulation of (P ) is finally stated as follows:
where g and h are defined in (2.15) and C is defined in (2.4).
Note that the dc components g and h given in formulation (2.15) are written in form of sums-of-squares (SOS), such dc decomposition is a kind of Difference of SOS Convex (DSOSC) decomposition. A.A. Ahmadi et al. [3] have proved that any polynomial function can be rewritten as DSOSC. We have generalized these results by investigating the class of DSOS (Different of SOS) and DSOSC polynomials, and proposed several algorithms to find DSOSC decompositions for any polynomial function [20] . The corresponding full paper will be published soon.
2.2.2.
The second DC programming formulation. Different to DSOSC decomposition, another kind of dc decomposition is based on an universal dc decomposition technique [35] when the spectral radius of the Hessian matrix ∇ 2 f is bounded on the convex set C. e.g., Let φ : R n → R be a convex function of class C 2 (R n , R) defined on a compact convex set D of R n , we have that the spectral radius of the Hessaian matrix ∇ 2 φ(x), denoted by ρ(∇ 2 φ(x)), is bounded on D. Then φ has a dc decomposition as:
where ρ * is a constant verifying ρ * ≥ max x∈D ρ(∇ 2 φ(x)). Obviously, we have
are both convex functions on D. Based on this universal dc decomposition, in order to obtain a dc decomposition for the nonconvex polynomial functions f 1 and f 2 , we could compute their Hessien matrices and estimate their upper bounds of spectral radius as in [21] as:
1. Gradient and Hessian of f 1 :
2. Gradient and Hessian of f 2 :
Let's denote x 1 and x ∞ respectively for the vector 1-norm and infinity norm of x ∈ R n . The bounds of ρ(∇ 2 f 1 ) and ρ(∇ 2 f 2 ) are given in the following theorem:
Proof. These inequalities are due to the fact that ∀A ∈ M n , we have ρ(A) ≤ A 1 where A 1 denotes for the induced 1-norm of the matrix A defined by [1, n] ] stands for the set {1, . . . , n}). Thus it's sufficient to compute ∇ 2 f 1 1 and ∇ 2 f 2 1 , which yields the required inequalities.
It follows that ρ(∇ 2 f 1 ) and ρ(∇ 2 f 2 )) are bounded if C is bounded. The next proposition proves that C is bounded for any global optimal solution of (P ), if λ is bounded.
Theorem 2.6. If the λ-component of any solution of feasible QEiCP(A, B, C) is bounded in an interval [l, u], then any optimal solution of (P ) satisfies:
Proof. The proofs for the bounds of x, y, z are similar to the proposition 1 in [21] . So we will just prove e T z ≤ p 2 and the new upper boundw for w.
• The upper bound of w could be obtained from the definition of w as Az + By + Cx. Since x, y, z are all bounded, then w i , ∀i ∈ [ [1, n] ] is also bounded:
According to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we get respectively that
Remarks 2.7. This new bounds of w provide a tighter bound than the one given in [21] . Moreover, under some assumptions, we can compute bounds for λ which will be discussed later in Section 3.
Since the solution set of (P ) is bounded, if we add the bound obtained in Theorem 2.6 into the problem (P ), the new problem should be equivalent to (P ). Thus, Let's denote the compact convex polyhedral set
18)
The following problem (P ) should have the same optimal solution set as (P ) with bounded ρ(∇ 2 f 1 ) and ρ(∇ 2 f 2 ).
(P ) 0 = min{f (x, y, z, w, λ) : (x, y, z, w, λ) ∈Ĉ}
In fact, the setĈ could be reduced into two subsets regarding to λ positive or negative. If λ ≥ 0, then y = λx ≥ 0, and all variables inĈ should be positive. Otherwise, if λ < 0, we have y ≤ 0. Let's define the two subsetŝ
Obviously, the problem (P ) is equivalent to the problem:
which means that, for seeking a positive (resp. negative) complementary eigenvalue, we just need to solve the problem (P ) onĈ 1 (resp.Ĉ 2 ).
Il follows that an upper bound for ρ(∇ 2 f 1 ) and ρ(∇ 2 f 2 ) onĈ 1 andĈ 2 as:
with ρ 1 = 2(p + 1) 2 , ρ 2 = 6p 2 + 4p + 2 and p = max{|l|, |u|}.
Proof. Since |λ| ≤ max{|l|, |u|} = p both onĈ 1 andĈ 2 , it follows from Theorem 2.5 that ρ(∇ 2 f 1 ) ≤ 2 max{|λ| + y ∞ , x + z ∞ + 2|λ|, 2 y 1 + x + z 1 }. According to Theorem 2.6, we get
Hence,
Similarly,
Remarks 2.9. Note that these upper bounds ρ 1 and ρ 2 for spectral radius are tighter than those given in our previous work [21] .
Finally, we can obtain a similar dc decomposition for f 1 and f 2 as in [21] but with smaller ρ 1 and ρ 2 as:
where
Hence, we get from Equations (2.7)-(2.9), (2.22), and (2.23) a dc decomposition of f as:
f (x, y, z, w, λ) =ĝ(x, y, z, w, λ) −ĥ(x, y, z, w, λ)
which yields at last a dc programming formulation of (P ) as: 2.3. DC programming formulations of (P ′ ). In a similar fashion as in Subsection 2.2, we could obtain also two different dc programming formulations for (P ′ ). The only difference between (P ) and (P ′ ) are related on the last term in the objective function that the bilinear term f 3 (x, w) = w T x is replaced by the concave polyhedral functionf 3 (x, w) = n i=1 min(x i , w i ). And the concave functionf 3 has an explicit dc decomposition as:
Thus we can do exactly the same way as in (P ) and (P ) by only replacing f 3 byf 3 to get the nonlinear programming formulations (P ′ ) and (P ′ ) as well as their corresponding DC programming formulations.
2.3.1. The third DC programming formulation. For problem (P ′ ) as
we can generate a dc decomposition for f ′ as
where (2.28)
32
.
Hence, a dc programming formulation of (P ′ ) is given by:
where C is defined in (2.4) and g ′ and h ′ are defined in (2.28).
2.3.2.
The fourth DC programming formulation. We can also get the equivalent problem (P ′ ) similar to (P ) as:
By universal dc decomposition, a dc decomposition for f ′ is given by:
which yields a dc programming formulation of (P ′ ) as: We will discuss later in Section 4 the solution algorithms to these 4 DC programs.
3. Lower and upper bounds for λ. In this section, we will investigate the bounds for the complementary eigenvalue λ based on different assumptions.
3.1. Lower and upper bounds of λ (under assumptions A ∈ PD and co-hyperbolicity). The bounds are given in the following theorems:
Theorem 3.1 (see [21] ). Under the assumptions that A ∈ PD and the cohyperbolic condition holds, the λ-component of any solution of QEiCP satisfies
Proof. The reader is referred to the proof given in [21] .
Based on a similar idea as in Theorem 3.1, we can get a new bound for λ as Theorem 3.2. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 3.1. Let λ max (M ) (resp. λ min (M )) be the largest (resp. the smallest) eigenvalue of the matrix M . The λ-component of any solution of QEiCP satisfies
Proof. The proof is almost the same as in Theorem 3.1. The major difference is to use the set V = {x ∈ R n : x = 1, x ≥ 0} instead of U , since the reason for introducing the constraint e T x = 1 aims at assuming x = 0, so does x = 1. Obviously, for any matrix M ∈ M n and x ∈ V , we have
with (M + M T )/2 be a symmetric matrix, thus it is diagonalizable over R and the quadratic form defined on V is bounded by
Therefore, we can use the above inequality to get our new bounds of λ following the same procedure in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Remarks 3.3. Note that there is another bound of λ provided in [9] , it will be interesting to compare them, since the Theorem 2.6 tells us that the bounds of (x, y, z, w) depend on the bounds of λ, and the tighter bounds of λ is, the tighter bounds of (w, y, z, w) will be.
Lower and upper bounds of λ (under assumptions
A ∈ PD and C / ∈ S 0 ). In this case, it is proved that QEiCP(A, B, C) has both positive and negative complementary eigenvalues [6] . We just need to focus on the bounds of positive complementary eigenvalue since the negative one can be down in a similar way. Theorem 3.4 (See e.g. [12] ). Under the assumptions that A ∈ PD and C / ∈ S 0 .
(LP ) min{e
where p is a vector with components
The positive complementary eigenvalue λ of QEiCP(A, B, C) satisfies:
• The linear program (LP ) has an optimal solution with positive optimal value which is a lower bound of λ.
• Any stationary point of (U P ) is its global maximum and its optimal value is an upper bound of λ.
DC algorithms for solving dc programming formulations.
In this section, we investigate how to solve the DC programming formulations (P DC ), (P DC ), (P DCA consists of constructing two sequences {x k } and {y k } via the scheme:
The symbol ∂h stands for the sub-differential of the convex function h, and g * is the conjugate function of g. These definitions are fundamental and can be found in any textbook of convex analysis (see e.g., [29] ). Now, Let's investigate respectively how to use DCA for solving (P DC ), (P DC ), (P ′ DC ) and (P ′ DC ).
DCA for solving (P DC
. Concerning on (P DC ), since the function h defined in (2.15) is differentiable, then ∂h(x, y, z, w, λ) is reduced to a singleton {∇h(x, y, z, w, λ)}. The following fixed-point scheme describes the major computations in our dc algorithm for (P DC ) as:
with g defined in (2.15) and C defined in (2.4). This problem is a convex polynomial optimization, thus any KKT solution will be its global optimal solution. The gradient of h could be computed as follows:
The full dc algorithm for solving (P DC ) is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DCA for solving (P DC )
Inputs: Initial point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , w 0 , λ 0 ), the tolerance of optimal value ǫ 1 > 0, the tolerance of optimal solution ǫ 2 > 0, and the tolerance of globality ǫ 3 > 0. Outputs: Optimal solution (x * , y * , z * , w * , λ * ) and optimal value f * .
Initialization: Set k = 0, f * = +∞, ∆f = +∞ and ∆X = +∞. while (∆f > ǫ 1 and ∆X > ǫ 2 and f * > ǫ 3 ) do Solve convex optimization problem (4.32) to get (
• The computed solution found by DCA is a local minimizer of (P DC ). To guarantee which case exactly it is, we have to globally solve the DC program (P DC ) which requires combining our DCA with other global optimization techniques such as Branch-and-Bound, or SDP relaxations etc. Results in this direction will be reported in our future work. 4.2.1. The first step (computing ∇h or ∂h). The first step for (P DC ). Sinceĥ defined in (2.24) is differentiable, ∂ĥ(x, y, z, w, λ) is then reduced to a singleton {∇ĥ(x, y, z, w, λ)} which is computed by:
The first step for (P ′ DC ). In this case, h ′ defined in (2.28) is non-differentiable, then ∂h ′ (x, y, z, w, λ) is an nonempty convex set which is computed by:
The first step for (P ′ DC ). The functionĥ ′ defined in (2.30) is non-differentiable, thus the ∂ĥ ′ (x, y, z, w, λ) is an non-empty convex set which could be computed by:
with u and v defined in (4.38).
The second step (solving convex optimization)
. The second step of DCA requires solving a convex optimization problem of type
Applying to (P DC ), (P ′ DC ) and (P ′ DC ), we only need to replace g, x, x k+1 , y k and D by corresponding terms described in the table below: Table 1 The differences in second step of DCA for (P DC ), (P ′ DC ) and (P ′ DC )
Remarks 4.3. Obviously, the convergence of DCAs for solving (P DC ), (P ′ DC ) and (P ′ DC ) are exactly the same as described in Theorem 4.1.
These problems (P k ) are all convex optimizations: convex polynomial optimizations in (P DC ) and (P DC ), and convex quadratic optimizations in (P ′ DC ) and (P ′ DC ). Since KKT conditions are necessary and sufficient global optimality conditions for convex optimization, thus these problems could be solved efficiently via polynomial time algorithms such as Interior-Point Method [4] . In practice, the convex polynomial optimization could be solved by nonlinear programming solvers as IPOPT [36] , Baron [33] and MATLAB fmincon [18] etc., while the convex quadratic optimization could be solved by second order cone programming (SOCP) solvers as Gurobi [24] , Cplex [11] and SeDuMi [32] . However, solving a convex polynomial optimization (especially a multivariate high-order polynomial case) is much more inefficient than solving a convex quadratic optimization. In order to overcome this difficulty and take advantage of very effective SOCP solvers, we will show in Subsection 4.3 that the convex polynomial optimization can be formulated into a convex quadratic optimization.
4.3.
Solving convex polynomial optimization more efficiently. In this part, we will investigate how to solve more efficiently a high-order convex polynomial optimization which is required in each iteration of DCA for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ). We will show that these problems are equivalent to convex quadratic optimizations.
For example in (P DC ), the problem (4.32) with g defined in (2.15) as
could be reformulated as a convex quadratic optimization by introducing additional variables t ∈ R 8 and convex quadratic constraints:
and then the SOSC function g is turned into a convex quadratic function as
Finally, the convex polynomial optimization (4.32) is formulated as a convex quadratically constrained quadratic optimization as
which can be solved very effectively by SOCP solvers such as Gurobi and Cplex.
5. Initial point estimation for DCA. There are two famous open questions when applying DCA in practice [34] : The first question is how to construct dc programming formulations which have been investigated in Section 2. The second one is how to find a 'good' initial point? Although, DCA is always convergent whatever an initial point is (it could be a feasible point or even an infeasible point to the target problem). However, starting DCA from some particular initial points (called 'good' initial points) will lead to global optimal solution with fast convergence rate. But how to find a good initial point is in general an open question, which is highly depending on the specific structure of the dc program and quite often computational expensive. In this section, we propose a strategy to compute a potentially good initial point as:
This formulation is available only if x 0 T Ax 0 = 0 which is always true under the assumption A ∈PD. Such an initial point estimation is derived from the equivalent QEiCP's formulation (2.2) by relaxing w ≥ 0 to w ∈ R n as (5.44)
Once we find x 0 ∈ argmin{x T Ax : e T x = 1, x ≥ 0} with x 0 T Ax 0 = 0, then we will get from w = λ 2 Ax + λBx + Cx and x T w = 0 that
By definitions of y, z and w, we get y 0 = λ 0 x 0 , z 0 = λ 0 y 0 and w 0 = Az 0 + By 0 + Cx 0 . Note that if w 0 ≥ 0, then this initial point is also a solution of QEiCP, and DCA starting from this point will terminate immediately at the same point.
6. Better dc decomposition and local dc decomposition. As we know, there exists infinitely many dc decompositions for any dc function f , since if there is one dc decomposition of f as g−h, then for any convex function φ, f = (g+φ)−(h+φ) is also a dc decomposition. Thus there is naturally a question: Which dc decomposition is better? This is always an open question in the field of dc programming. In this section, we will give an answer to this question.
Firstly, we should define some rules to qualify dc decompositions? Regarding to the geometrical interpretation of DCA given in [19, 23] , we can understand that the quality of the dc decomposition depends on the specific feature of the dc function f at a given point in convex set D. More specifically, DCA requires constructing in the k-th (k ∈ N * ) iteration a convex majorization of f at point x k , denoted by f k , by linearizing h at point
Therefore, if the gap between f k and f on D is as small as possible, then f k will fit f as good as possible and the minimizers of f k will approach the minimizers of f as better as possible.
In order to find out what is the most important key point to reduce the gap between f k and f , we need the following definition:
Definition 6.1. Given two convex functions g and g ′ , we say that g is more (resp. less) convex than g
) is still a convex function.
We can then prove the important proposition as follows:
Proposition 6.2. Given two dc decompositions g −h and g ′ −h ′ for a dc function f over a closed convex set D.
• The function g is less (resp. more) convex than g ′ if and only if h is less (resp. more) convex than h ′ .
• If g is less convex than g ′ , then the convex majorizations defined with g and g ′ at any given point x k as:
Proof. The first result is obvious due to the fact that: if g is less (resp. more) convex than g ′ , then g ′ − g (resp. g − g ′ ) is convex function, and
is also convex which yields the desired result. To prove the second result, let's denote d = g ′ − g which is a convex function on
Since d is convex and
According to the Proposition 6.2 and the inequality (6.45), we get that if g is less convex than
This result reveals the most important key point for characterizing a 'good' dc decomposition that is: "g and h should be as less convex as possible." Now, we can give a definition on 'better' dc decomposition as follows: Definition 6.3. For any dc function f , supposing we have two dc decompositions g − h and g ′ − h ′ . We can say that g and h are better than g ′ and h ′ if and only if g is less convex than g ′ or h is less convex than h ′ .
In our applications, one of the major differences among dc programming formulations (P DC ), (P ′ DC ), (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) is that: (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) are based on two parameters ρ 1 and ρ 2 given in Theorem 2.8, while (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) are based on DSOSC decompositions without parameter. In virtue of Definition 6.3, it is easy to conclude that for problems (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ), the smaller ρ 1 and ρ 2 are, the better dc decomposition will be. Moreover, since ρ 1 and ρ 2 defined in Theorem 2.8 are depending on the bounds of λ, thus we can further conclude that: "The tighter bounds of λ is, the better dc decomposition will be." That is the reason why we are interested in seeking a tighter bound for λ in Section 3.
Once the bounds of λ is given as [l, u] , in order to find a better dc decompositions than (2.24) and (2.30), we propose here a strategy of local dc decomposition as follows:
Thinking about that we have found λ k ∈ [l, u] at k-th iteration of DCA, for the (k + 1)-th iteration of DCA, we can restricted λ in a smaller interval as
for some suitable parameters a ≥ 0. For example, we take a = min{1, (λ k − l)/2, (u − λ k )/2}, then on a subset ofĈ defined by
with p k = max{|λ k − a|, |λ k + a|}. We can update ρ 1 and ρ 2 onĈ k as Table 3 with starting point given in Section 5 and with all ǫ i∈[ [1, 3] We observed in Table 3 that all these algorithms have gotten very similar computed eigenvalues. However, the performance of DCAs are quite different. The DCAs for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) seems not so sensitive with respect to both the increase of problem size and the decrease of tolerance ǫ, while it is often observed unstable in number of iterations in (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ). For example, in Rand(0, 10, 05), Rand(0, 100, 05) and Rand(0, 1, 50), DCAs for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) perform very slowly with a lots of iterations, but in some of other cases such as Rand(0, 10, 30) and Rand(0, 100, 50), DCAs for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) get very fast convergence. This unstable issue seems much more visible in most of tested cases when the tolerance ǫ is decreased, see Table 4 for ǫ decreased to 10 −4 . This sensitivity issue is probably caused by the impact of the parameters ρ 1 and ρ 2 , since a bigger ρ will lead to a worse dc decomposition and yield a bad quality in DCA. Thus, their performances are hopefully to be improved by using local dc decompositions since ρ k i ≤ ρ, i = 1, 2. 7.3. Testing DCA with local dc decompositions. The Table 5 shows numerical results with local dc decompositions for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) with ǫ = 10 −4 . Obviously, with local dc decomposition, the performances of DCAs for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ) have been largely improved comparing to Table 4 . The iterations of DCAs with local dc decomposition in all tested cases are much more stable and enormously reduced comparing to the results without local dc decomposition. Moreover, the fastest algorithm appears to be DCAs for (P DC ) and (P ′ DC ). This good performance for QEiCP demonstrates also that the DSOSC decompositions for polynomial function should be a promising technique to improve the performance of DCA for solving polynomial optimization.
8. Conclusions. In this paper, we have proposed several improved DC programming formulations for Quadratic Eigenvalue Complementarity Problem, especially DSOSC decomposition for polynomial function, and local dc decomposition technique. The corresponding DCAs have been established and tested which show good performance of our methods. Moreover, we have a new insight in recognizing the most important key point for characterizing better dc decomposition, and propose a potentially good initial point for QEiCP. We believe that these contributions will be an important step for finally closing the two open questions in dc programming.
Furthermore, we've realized that any QEiCP is equivalent to some particular EiCPs which could be solved by our DC programming approaches proposed in [22] , and the DSOSC decomposition techniques can be also applied to EiCP formulations. It is interesting to compare the performance of DCAs for EiCP formulation with the results in this paper. The corresponding works are ongoing which will be reported very recently.
